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A large lass of non-Markovian quantum proesses in open systems an be formulated through
time-loal master equations whih are not in Lindblad form. It is shown that suh proesses an
be embedded in a Markovian dynamis whih involves a time dependent Lindblad generator on an
extended state spae. If the state spae of the open system is given by some Hilbert spae H, the
extended state spae is the triple Hilbert spae H ⊗ C3 whih is obtained by ombining the open
system with a three state system. This embedding is used to derive an unraveling for non-Markovian
time evolution by means of a stohasti proess in the extended state spae. The proess is dened
through a stohasti Shrödinger equation whih generates genuine quantum trajetories for the
state vetor onditioned on a ontinuous monitoring of an environment. The onstrution leads to
a ontinuous measurement interpretation for non-Markovian dynamis within the framework of the
theory of quantum measurement.
PACS numbers: 03.65.Yz, 42.50.L, 03.65.Ta
I. INTRODUCTION
An open quantum system is a ertain distinguished
quantum system whih is oupled to another quantum
system, its environment [1℄. A partiularly simple way
of desribing an open system is obtained in the Marko-
vian approximation. In this approximation all memory
eets due to system-environment orrelations are ne-
gleted whih usually leads to a Markovian master equa-
tion, that is, to a linear rst-order dierential equation
for the redued density matrix ρ(t) of the open system
with a time independent generator. Generally, one de-
mands that the generator is in Lindblad form [2℄, whih
follows from the requirements of the onservation of prob-
ability and of the omplete positivity of the dynamial
map [3, 4℄.
A remarkable feature of Markovian master equations
in Lindblad form is given by the fat that they allow
a stohasti representation, also known as unraveling, by
means of a stohasti Shrödinger equation (SSE) for the
state vetor of the open system [5, 6, 7, 8, 9℄. A SSE gen-
erates the time evolution of the state vetor whih results
from a ontinuous monitoring of the environment of the
system [10, 11℄. A spei realization {|ψ(t)〉, t ≥ 0} of
the SSE is alled a quantum trajetory: At eah time
t ≥ 0 the open system is known to be in a denite state
|ψ(t)〉 under the ondition that a spei readout of the
monitoring of the system's environment is given. The
redued density matrix at time t is therefore obtained
if one averages the quantity |ψ(t)〉〈ψ(t)| over all possi-
ble quantum trajetories. This means that the relation
ρ(t) = E[|ψ(t)〉〈ψ(t)|] holds, where the symbol E denotes
the ensemble average or expetation value.
In the Markovian ase it is thus true that the envi-
ronment ats as a quantum probe by whih an indiret
∗
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ontinuous observation of the system is arried out. The
desription by means of a Markovian master equation
in Lindblad form is, however, only an approximation
whih uses the assumption of short orrelation times.
For strong ouplings and low temperature environments
memory eets an lead to pronouned non-Markovian
behavior.
It is sometimes argued that the treatment of non-
Markovian proesses by means of master equations ne-
essarily requires solving integro-dierential equations for
the redued density matrix. Suh equations arise, for ex-
ample, in the appliation of the Nakajima-Zwanzig pro-
jetion operator tehnique [12, 13℄ whih leads to dy-
nami equations involving a retarded memory kernel and
an integration over the past history of the system.
However, the usage of another variant of the projetion
operator method allows in many ases the derivation of
approximate or even exat non-Markovian master equa-
tions for the redued density matrix whih are loal in
time. This method is known as the time-onvolutionless
(TCL) projetion operator tehnique [14, 15, 16, 17℄. The
non-Markovian harater of the TCL master equation is
reeted by the fat that its generator may depend ex-
pliitly on time and may not be in Lindblad form.
Time-loal equations whih are of the form of the TCL
master equation have also been derived by other means,
e. g., by path integral and inuene funtional tehniques
[18, 19℄. A well known example is provided by the ex-
at equation of motion for a damped harmoni osillator
oupled linearly to a bosoni reservoir [20, 21, 22℄.
The fat that the TCL generator is generally not in
Lindblad form leads to several important mathematial
and physial onsequenes. In partiular, a stohasti
unraveling of the TCL master equation of the form indi-
ated above does not exist: Any suh proess will auto-
matially produe a master equation whose generator is
in Lindblad form. The question is therefore as to whether
one an develop a general method for the onstrution of
stohasti Shrödinger equations for non-Markovian dy-
2namis whih do have a physial interpretation in terms
of ontinuous measurements. It is the purpose of this
paper to show that this is indeed possible.
Our starting point is a time-loal non-Markovian mas-
ter equation for the density matrix ρ(t) on some Hilbert
spae H with a time dependent and bounded generator.
It will be demonstrated that the dynamis given by suh
a master equation an always be embedded in a Marko-
vian dynamis on an appropriate extended state spae.
The non-Markovian dynamis thus appears as part of a
Markovian evolution in a larger state spae.
If one hooses the extended state spae as the Hilbert
spae of the total system, onsisting of open system plus
environment, this statement is of ourse trivial. How-
ever, it turns out that the embedding an be realized in
a fairly simple, muh smaller state spae, namely in the
tensor produt spae H ⊗ C3. In physial terms this is
the state spae of a omposite quantum system whih
results if one ombines the original open system on the
state spae H with a further auxiliary three state sys-
tem desribed by the state spae C3. The open system
ould be, for example, a damped quantum partile in-
terating with a dissipative environment. The auxiliary
system an then be realized through an additional inter-
nal degree of freedom of the partile whih leads to a
state spae spanned by three basis states.
It will be demonstrated that the dynamis in the ex-
tended state spae follows a Markovian master equa-
tion with a time dependent generator in Lindblad form.
The appliation of the standard unraveling of Marko-
vian master equations to the dynamis in the extended
state spae therefore yields a stohasti unraveling for the
non-Markovian dynamis. The resulting SSE generates
genuine quantum trajetories whih do admit a physial
interpretation in terms of a ontinuous observation ar-
ried out on an environment. The onstrution thus gives
rise to a onsistent measurement interpretation for non-
Markovian evolution in full agreement with the general
setting of quantum measurement theory.
The paper is strutured as follows. Setion II on-
tains a brief review of the ontinuous measurement the-
ory for Markovian dynamis. Time dependent genera-
tors in Lindblad form are introdued in Se. II A, and
Se. II B treats the orresponding ontinuous measure-
ment unraveling. The quantum measurement theory for
non-Markovian evolution is developed in Se. III. We
introdue time-loal non-Markovian master equations in
Se. III A. The embedding of these equations in a Marko-
vian dynamis is onstruted in Se. III B, whereas the
derivation of the ontinuous measurement unraveling is
given in Se. III C. The onstrution of the SSE and
its physial interpretation are illustrated by means of an
example in Se. IV.
A series of interesting stohasti unravelings of non-
Markovian quantum dynamis is known in the literature.
Setion V ontains a disussion of our results and of the
relations to alternative non-Markovian SSEs, as well as
some onlusions.
II. QUANTUM THEORY OF MARKOVIAN
DYNAMICS
A. Time dependent Lindblad generators
We onsider a density matrix W (t) on a state spae H˜
whih obeys a master equation of the form:
d
dt
W (t) = L(t)W (t)
≡ −i [H(t),W (t)] +
∑
i
Ji(t)W (t)J
†
i (t)
−1
2
∑
i
{
J†i (t)Ji(t),W (t)
}
. (1)
The ommutator with the Hamiltonian H(t) represents
the unitary part of the evolution and the Lindblad op-
erators Ji(t) desribe the various deay hannels of the
system. In analogy to the terminology used for lassial
master equations, the expressions JiWJ
†
i may be alled
gain terms, while the expressions {J†i Ji,W}, involving
an anti-ommutator, may be referred to as loss terms.
Both the Hamiltonian H(t) and the operators Ji(t) are
allowed to depend on time t. The generator L(t) of the
master equation may thus be expliitly time dependent
and does not neessarily lead to a semigroup. We ob-
serve, however, that the superoperator L(t0) is in Lind-
blad form [2℄ for eah xed t0 ≥ 0. This means that L(t0)
is in the form of the generator of a quantum dynamial
semigroup. The partiular form of the generator derives
from the requirements of omplete positivity and of the
onservation of the trae [3, 4℄.
Under ertain tehnial onditions whih will be as-
sumed to be satised here, one onludes that Eq. (1)
yields a 2-parameter family of ompletely positive and
trae preserving maps V (t, s) [23, 24℄. These maps an be
dened with the help of the hronologial time-ordering
operator T as
V (t, s) = T exp
[∫ t
s
dτL(τ)
]
, t ≥ s ≥ 0, (2)
and satisfy
V (t, s)V (s, t′) = V (t, t′), t ≥ s ≥ t′. (3)
In terms of these maps the solution of the master equa-
tion (1) at time t an be written as W (t) = V (t, s)W (s),
where t ≥ s ≥ 0. Thus, V (t, s) propagates the density
matrix at time s to the density matrix at time t.
Eah V (t, s) maps the spae of density matries into
itself. This means that V (t, s) an be applied to any den-
sity matrix W to yield another density matrix V (t, s)W .
The range of denition of the maps V (t, s) is thus the
spae of all density matries and is independent of time.
Usually, one assoiates a Markovian master equation
with a time independent generator. We slightly general-
ize this notion and refer to Eq. (1) as a Markovian master
equation with a time dependent Lindblad generator L(t).
3B. Stohasti unraveling and ontinuous
measurement interpretation
As mentioned already in the Introdution the master
equation (1) allows a stohasti unraveling through a ran-
dom proess in the state spae H˜. This means that one
an onstrut a stohasti dynamis for the state vetor
|Φ(t)〉 in H˜ whih reprodues the density matrix W (t)
with the help of the expetation value
W (t) = E
[|Φ(t)〉〈Φ(t)|]. (4)
To mathematially formulate this idea one writes a
stohasti Shrödinger equation (SSE) for the state ve-
tor |Φ(t)〉. An appropriate SSE for whih the expetation
value (4) leads to the master equation (1) is given by
d|Φ(t)〉 = −iG(|Φ(t)〉)dt
+
∑
i
[
Ji(t)|Φ(t)〉
||Ji(t)|Φ(t)〉|| − |Φ(t)〉
]
dNi(t), (5)
where we have introdued the nonlinear operator
G(|Φ(t)〉) ≡
[
Hˆ(t) +
i
2
∑
i
||Ji(t)|Φ(t)〉||2
]
|Φ(t)〉. (6)
The term −iG(|Φ(t)〉)dt in Eq. (5), whih is proportional
to the time inrement dt, expresses the drift of the pro-
ess. This drift ontribution obviously orresponds to the
nonlinear Shrödinger-type equation
d
dt
|Φ(t)〉 = −iG(|Φ(t)〉), (7)
whose linear part involves the non-hermitian Hamilto-
nian
Hˆ(t) = H(t)− i
2
∑
i
J†i (t)Ji(t). (8)
The nonlinear part of the drift ensures that, although
Hˆ(t) is non-hermitian, the norm is onserved under the
deterministi time evolution given by Eq. (7).
The seond term on the right-hand side of Eq. (5) rep-
resents a jump proess leading to disontinuous hanges
of the wave funtion, known as quantum jumps. These
jumps are desribed here with the help of the Poisson
inrements dNi(t) whih satisfy the relations:
dNi(t)dNj(t) = δijdNi(t), (9)
E[dNi(t)] = ||Ji(t)|Φ(t)〉||2dt. (10)
Aording to Eq. (9) the inrements dNi(t) are random
numbers whih take the possible values 0 or 1. Moreover,
if dNi(t) = 0 for a partiular i, we have dNj(t) = 0 for
all j 6= i. The state vetor then performs the jump
|Φ(t)〉 −→ Ji(t)|Φ(t)〉||Ji(t)|Φ(t)〉|| . (11)
Thus we see that Ni(t) is an integer-valued proess whih
ounts the number of jumps of type i.
We infer from Eq. (10) that dNi(t) = 1 ours with
probability ||Ji(t)|Φ(t)〉||2dt. The jump desribed by
(11) thus takes plae at a rate of ||Ji(t)|Φ(t)〉||2. The
ase dNi(t) = 0 for all i is realized with probability
1 − ∑i ||Ji(t)|Φ(t)〉||2dt. In this ase the state vetor|Φ(t)〉 follows the deterministi drift desribed by Eq. (7).
Summarizing, the dynamis desribed by Eq. (5) yields
a pieewise deterministi proess, i. e., a random proess
whose realizations onsist of deterministi evolution peri-
ods interrupted by disontinuous quantum jumps. Sine
both the deterministi drift (7) as well as the jumps (11)
do not hange the norm, the whole proess preserves the
norm of the state vetor.
The formulation of the dynamis by means of a SSE
bears several numerial advantages over the integration
of the orresponding density matrix equation (1). This
fat was the original motivation for the development of
stohasti wave funtion methods in atomi physis and
quantum optis (for an example, see [25℄). What is im-
portant in our ontext is the fat that, additionally, the
stohasti proess given by the SSE allows a physial in-
terpretation in terms of a ontinuous measurement whih
is arried out on an environment of the system.
To explain this point we onsider a mirosopi model
in whih the open system is weakly oupled to a num-
ber of independent reservoirs Ri, one reservoir for eah
value of the index i. Eah reservoir Ri onsists of bosoni
modes biλ whih satisfy the ommutation relations:[
biλ, b
†
jµ
]
= δijδλµ. (12)
The Lindblad operators Ji(t) appearing in the master
equation (1) ouple linearly to the reservoir operators
Bi(t) =
∑
λ
giλe
i(ωi−ωiλ)tbiλ, (13)
where the ωi are ertain system frequenies, ωiλ is the
frequeny of the mode biλ of reservoir Ri, and the giλ are
oupling onstants. Thus, the Hamiltonian of our model
is taken to be:
HI(t) = H(t)+
1√
Γ
∑
i
[
Ji(t)B
†
i (t) + J
†
i (t)Bi(t)
]
. (14)
We have inluded a fator 1/
√
Γ, where Γ is a typial
relaxation rate of the system whih will be introdued
below. The ombination Ji/
√
Γ is therefore dimension-
less and the Bi have the dimension of an inverse time,
hoosing units suh that ~ = 1.
The time evolution operator over the time interval
(t, t′) will be denoted by U(t′, t). The orrelation fun-
tion of reservoir Ri an be expressed through the spe-
tral density I(ω), whih is assumed to be the same for all
reservoirs:
〈0|Bi(t′)B†i (t)|0〉 =
∫
dωI(ω)ei(ωi−ω)(t
′−t). (15)
4Here, |0〉 denotes the vauum state dened by biλ|0〉 = 0
for all i and all λ.
Suppose that the state of the ombined system (open
system plus reservoirs Ri) at some time t is given by
|Ψ(t)〉 = |Φ(t)〉 ⊗ |0〉. At time t′ = t + τ this state has
evolved into the entangled state U(t′, t)|Ψ(t)〉. We on-
sider τ to be a time inrement whih is small ompared
to the time sale of the systemati motion of the system,
but large ompared to the orrelation time of the reser-
voirs. Suppose further that at time t′ a measurement of
the quanta in the reservoir modes biλ is arried out. A-
ording to the standard theory of quantum measurement
[26℄ the detetion of a quantum in mode biλ projets the
state vetor onto the state b†iλ|0〉. The open system's
state onditioned on this event thus beomes:
1√
piλ
〈0|biλU(t′, t)|Ψ(t)〉, (16)
where
piλ = ||〈0|biλU(t′, t)|Ψ(t)〉||2 (17)
is the orresponding probability. If, on the other hand, no
quantum is deteted, one has to projet the state vetor
onto the vauum state whih yields the open system's
onditioned state
1√
p0
〈0|U(t′, t)|Ψ(t)〉, (18)
where
p0 = ||〈0|U(t′, t)|Ψ(t)〉||2 (19)
is the probability that no quantum is deteted.
In the Born-Markov approximation the above expres-
sion simplify onsiderably. We take a onstant spetral
density I(ω) = Γ/2pi, orresponding to the ase of broad
band reservoirs with arbitrarily small orrelation times.
We further neglet the Lamb shift ontributions whih
lead to a renormalization of the system Hamiltonian. The
expression (16) then beomes (up to an irrelevant phase
fator):
Ji(t)|Φ(t)〉
||Ji(t)|Φ(t)〉|| . (20)
This expression is seen to be independent of λ. Therefore,
the total probability of observing a quantum in reservoir
Ri is:
pi =
∑
λ
piλ = ||Ji(t)|Φ(t)〉||2τ. (21)
The last two equation show that, onditioned on the de-
tetion of a quantum in reservoirRi, the system state ar-
ries out the jump desribed in (11), and that these jumps
our at a rate given by ||Ji(t)|Φ(t)〉||2 [see Eq. (10)℄.
For the ase that no quantum is deteted expression
(18) gives in the Born-Markov approximation:
|Φ(t)〉 − iG(|Φ(t)〉)τ, (22)
whih leads to the drift ontribution −iG(|Φ(t)〉)dt of
Eq. (5). The probability for this event is found to be
p0 = 1−
∑
λ
piλ = 1−
∑
i
||Ji(t)|Φ(t)〉||2τ. (23)
Considering that the deteted quanta are annihilated
on measurement (quantum demolition measurement) we
see that for both alternatives desribed above the on-
ditional state vetor of the ombined system after time
τ is again a tensor produt of an open system's state
vetor and the vauum state of the environment. Thus,
we may repeat the measurement proess after eah time
inrement τ . In the limit of small τ we then get a on-
tinuous measurement of the environment and a resulting
onditioned state vetor of the open system that follows
the SSE (5).
Summarizing, the SSE (5) an be interpreted as result-
ing from a ontinuous measurement of the quanta in the
environment. This measurement is an indiret measure-
ment in whih the jump (11) of the state vetor |Φ(t)〉
desribes the measurement bak ation on the open sys-
tem's state onditioned on the detetion of a quantum
in reservoir Ri, while the nonlinear Shrödinger equa-
tion (7) yields the evolution of the state vetor under
the ondition that no quantum is deteted. The realiza-
tions of the proess given by the SSE, i.e., the quantum
trajetories thus allow a lear physial interpretation in
aordane with the standard theory of quantum mea-
surement.
III. QUANTUM MEASUREMENT
INTERPRETATION OF NON-MARKOVIAN
DYNAMICS
A. Time-loal non-Markovian master equations
We investigate master equations for the density matrix
ρ(t) of an open system whih are of the following general
form:
d
dt
ρ(t) = K(t)ρ(t) (24)
≡ −i [HS(t), ρ(t)]
+
∑
α
[
Cα(t)ρ(t)D
†
α(t) +Dα(t)ρ(t)C
†
α(t)
]
−1
2
∑
α
{
D†α(t)Cα(t) + C
†
α(t)Dα(t), ρ(t)
}
.
The Hamiltonian HS(t), the Cα(t) and the Dα(t) are
given, possibly time dependent operators on the state
spae H of the open system. The generator K(t) may
thus again depend expliitly on time. The master equa-
tion (24) is however loal in time sine it does not on-
tain a time integration over a memory kernel. The
struture of K(t) was taken to ensure that the hermiti-
ity and the trae of ρ(t) are onserved. If we hoose
5Cα = Dα ≡ Ji/
√
2 the generator K(t) redues to the
form of a time dependent Lindblad generator L(t). The
Markovian master equation (1) is thus a speial ase of
Eq. (24) whih will be referred to as non-Markovian mas-
ter equation.
With an appropriate hoie for the Hamiltonian HS(t)
and the operators Cα(t) and Dα(t), a large variety of
physial phenomena an be desribed by master equa-
tions of the form (24). For example, as mentioned in
the Introdution a master equation of this form arises
when applying the TCL projetion operator tehnique
[14, 15℄ to the dynamis of open system. The basi idea
underlying this tehnique is to remove the memory kernel
from the equations of motion by the introdution of the
bakward propagator. Under the ondition of fatorizing
initial onditions one then nds a homogeneous master
equation with a time-loal generator K(t). The latter an
be determined expliitly through a systemati perturba-
tion expansion in terms of ordered umulants [16, 17℄.
Spei examples are the TCL master equations desrib-
ing spin relaxation [27, 28℄, the spin-boson model [29℄,
systems oupled to a spin bath [30, 31℄, harged partiles
interating with the eletromagneti eld [32℄, and the
atom laser [33℄.
Moreover, several exat time-loal master equations of
the form (24) are known in the literature whih have been
derived by other means. Examples are provided by the
master equations for non-Markovian quantum Brownian
motion [20, 21, 22℄ and for the nonperturbative deay of
atomi systems, whih will be disussed in Se. IV.
The existene of a homogeneous, time-loal master
equation requires, in general, that the initial state of the
total system represents a tensor produt state. For sim-
pliity we restrit ourselves to this ase sine we intend
to develop stohasti unravelings for pure states of the
redued open system.
Due to its expliit time dependene the generator K(t)
of the master equation (24) does of ourse not lead to a
semigroup. But even for a xed t ≥ 0 the superoperator
K(t) is, in general, not in Lindblad form, by ontrast to
the property of the generator L(t) of the master equation
(1). To make this point more expliit we introdue op-
erators Eα(t) = Cα(t) − Dα(t) and rewrite Eq. (24) as:
d
dt
ρ(t) = −i [HS(t), ρ(t)] +D1(t)ρ(t) +D2(t)ρ(t), (25)
where we have dened the superoperators
D1(t)ρ ≡
∑
α
[
Cα(t)ρC
†
α(t)−
1
2
{
C†α(t)Cα(t), ρ
}
+Dα(t)ρD
†
α(t)−
1
2
{
D†α(t)Dα(t), ρ
}]
,
D2(t)ρ ≡ −
∑
α
[
Eα(t)ρE
†
α(t)−
1
2
{
E†α(t)Eα(t), ρ
}]
.
One observes that D1(t) is in Lindblad form, while D2(t)
is not: The superoperator D2(t) arries an overall minus
sign and violates therefore the omplete positivity of the
generator.
Of ourse, we will assume in the following that the
dynamis given by Eq. (24) yields a dynamial map
ρ(0) 7→ ρ(t) for all times onsidered, that is, we sup-
pose that Eq. (24) desribes the evolution of true density
matries at time t = 0 into true density matries at time
t > 0. However, this assumption does not imply that
the propagation of an arbitrary positive matrix at time
t with the help of the master equation (24) neessarily
leads to a positive matrix for future times. This is only
guaranteed if we propagate a density matrix ρ(t) whih
results from the time evolution over the previous interval
(0, t).
A further important onsequene of the form of the
master equation (24) is that it does not allow a stohas-
ti unraveling of the type developed in Se. II B. Any
unraveling of this kind would automatially produe a
master equation with a time dependent Lindblad genera-
tor. Trying to onstrut an unraveling whih leads to the
ontribution D2(t)ρ(t) of the master equation, one would
nd a proess with negative transitions rates, whih is
both unphysial and mathematially inonsistent.
B. Markovian embedding of non-Markovian
dynamis
To overome the diulties in the development of a
stohasti representation we are going to employ an in-
teresting general feature of the non-Markovian master
equation (24): Even if the generator K(t) is not in Lind-
blad form, it is always possible to onstrut an embedding
of the non-Markovian dynamis in a Markovian evolution
on a suitable extended state spae. The preise formula-
tion of this statement and its proof will be given in the
following.
The extended state spae is obtained by ombining the
original open system on the state spae H with another
auxiliary quantum system. The auxiliary system is a
three state system whose state spae C3 is spanned by
three basis states |1〉, |2〉 and |3〉:
C
3 = span{|1〉, |2〉, |3〉}. (26)
The Hilbert spae H˜ of the ombined system then be-
omes the triple Hilbert spae
H˜ = H⊗ C3 ∼= H1 ⊕H2 ⊕H3. (27)
The extended state spae is thus given by the tensor
produt of H and C3, whih in turn is isomorphi to the
orthogonal sum of three opies H1, H2, H3 of H. This
means that states |Φ〉 in H˜ take the general form:
|Φ〉 = |ψ1〉 ⊗ |1〉+ |ψ2〉 ⊗ |2〉+ |ψ3〉 ⊗ |3〉, (28)
where |ψk〉 ∈ H for k = 1, 2, 3. As a possible physial
realization of the extended state spae on may think of
6H as the state spae of a damped quantum partile with
an additional internal degree of freedom whih an be
represented by a three level system.
We now regard Eq. (1) as an equation of motion on
the triple Hilbert spae, that is, W (t) is onsidered as a
density matrix on H˜ governed by a master equation with
time dependent Lindblad generator L(t). On the other
hand, ρ(t) is a density matrix on H satisfying the given
non-Markovian master equation (24). We will assume
in the following that the operators Cα(t) and Dα(t) are
bounded.
(t) =
W
12
(t)
trW
12
(t)
W (0) = (0)
 jihj
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dynamis in
e
H
dynami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Figure 1: Illustration of the embedding theorem: The initial
density matrix ρ(0) evolves into ρ(t) aording to the given
non-Markovian master equation (24). This evolution an be
embedded in a Markovian dynamis on the extended state
spae H˜ = H⊗ C3 in whih the density matrix W (0) evolves
into W (t) following the master equation (1).
Our aim is to show that by an appropriate hoie of the
Hamiltonian H(t) and of the Lindblad operators Ji(t) in
Eq. (1) one an always ahieve that the density matrix
ρ(t) on H is onneted to the density matrix W (t) on H˜
by means of the relation (tr denotes the trae):
ρ(t) =
W12(t)
trW12(t)
. (29)
Here, we have dened
W12(t) = 〈1|W (t)|2〉, (30)
whih is an operator ating on H. We an regard this
operator W12(t) as a matrix whih is formed by the o-
herenes (o-diagonal elements) of W (t) between states
from the subspae H1 and states from the subspae H2.
This is the embedding theorem. It states that the non-
Markovian dynamis of ρ(t) an be expressed through the
time evolution of a ertain set of oherenes W12(t) of a
density matrixW (t) on the extended spae whih follows
a Markovian dynamis (see Fig. 1).
To proof the embedding theorem we rst demonstrate
that the relation (29) an be ahieved to hold at time
t = 0. If ρ(0) is any initial density matrix on H we dene
a orresponding density matrix on H˜ by
W (0) ≡ ρ(0)⊗ 1
2
[|1〉〈1|+ |2〉〈2|+ |1〉〈2|+ |2〉〈1|]
= ρ(0)⊗ |χ〉〈χ|, (31)
where
|χ〉 = 1√
2
[|1〉+ |2〉] (32)
is a state vetor of the auxiliary system. We thus obtain
W (0) by ombining the open system in the state ρ(0)
with the three state system in the pure state |χ〉〈χ|. It
is obvious that W (0) given by Eq. (31) is a true den-
sity matrix on the triple Hilbert spae H˜, i. e., we have
W (0) ≥ 0 and trW (t) = 1. Moreover, Eq. (31) yields:
W12(0)
trW12(0)
=
〈1|W (0)|2〉
tr〈1|W (0)|2〉 =
1
2ρ(0)
1
2 trρ(0)
= ρ(0), (33)
whih is Eq. (29) at time t = 0.
To show that the relation (29) is valid for all times
t ≥ 0 we have to demonstrate that the right-hand side of
this relation satises the non-Markovian master equation
(24), provided the Lindblad operators Ji(t) in Eq. (1)
are hosen appropriately. To simplify the presentation
we rst treat the ase that the master equation (24) only
involves a single operator C(t) and D(t). Thus we write,
suppressing the time arguments,
d
dt
ρ = −i[HS, ρ] + CρD† +DρC†
−1
2
{
D†C + C†D, ρ
}
. (34)
J
3
J
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J
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Figure 2: The extended state spae H⊗ C3 = H1 ⊕H2 ⊕H3
and the ation of the operators Ji dened in Eqs. (35)-(38).
We dene four time dependent Lindblad operators for
the master equation (1):
J1(t) = C(t)⊗ |1〉〈1|+D(t)⊗ |2〉〈2|, (35)
J2(t) = D(t)⊗ |1〉〈1|+ C(t)⊗ |2〉〈2|, (36)
J3(t) = Ω(t)⊗ |3〉〈1|, (37)
J4(t) = Ω(t)⊗ |3〉〈2|, (38)
and the Hamiltonian:
H(t) = HS(t)⊗
[|1〉〈1|+ |2〉〈2|+ |3〉〈3|]
≡ HS(t)⊗ I3, (39)
7where I3 denotes the unit operator on the auxiliary spae
C3. In Eqs. (37) and (38) we have introdued a time de-
pendent operator Ω(t) on H whih will be dened below.
Aording to the denitions (35) and (36) the operators
J1 and J2 leave invariant the subspae H1 ⊕ H2 whih
ontains the states of the form |ψ1〉 ⊗ |1〉 + |ψ2〉 ⊗ |2〉.
The operators J3 and J4 dened in Eqs. (37) and (38)
indue transitions |1〉 → |3〉 and |2〉 → |3〉 between the
states of the auxiliary three state system. The extended
state spae and the ation of the Lindblad operators are
illustrated in Fig. 2.
We have from the above denitions (suppressing again
the time arguments):
J†1J1 = C
†C ⊗ |1〉〈1|+D†D ⊗ |2〉〈2|, (40)
J†2J2 = D
†D ⊗ |1〉〈1|+ C†C ⊗ |2〉〈2|, (41)
J†3J3 = Ω
†Ω⊗ |1〉〈1|, (42)
J†4J4 = Ω
†Ω⊗ |2〉〈2|, (43)
and:
4∑
i=1
J†i Ji =
(
Ω†Ω+ C†C +D†D
)⊗ (|1〉〈1|+ |2〉〈2|) .
(44)
With the Lindblad operators dened in Eqs. (35)-(38)
and with the Hamiltonian given by Eq. (39) the master
equation (1) leads to:
d
dt
W12 = −i〈1|[H,W ]|2〉+
4∑
i=1
〈1|JiWJ†i |2〉
−1
2
4∑
i=1
〈1|{J†i Ji,W}|2〉. (45)
On using Eq. (44) we nd
4∑
i=1
〈1|{J†i Ji,W}|2〉 = {Ω†Ω+ C†C +D†D,W12} ,
(46)
while Eqs. (35)-(39) yield
〈1|J1WJ†1 |2〉 = CW12D†, (47)
〈1|J2WJ†2 |2〉 = DW12C†, (48)
〈1|J3WJ†3 |2〉 = 〈1|J4WJ†4 |2〉 = 0, (49)
〈1|[H,W ]|2〉 = [HS ,W12]. (50)
Employing the relations (46)-(50) in Eq. (45) we arrive
at:
d
dt
W12 = −i[HS,W12] + CW12D† +DW12C†
−1
2
{
Ω†Ω+ C†C +D†D,W12
}
. (51)
Here we see the reason for our hoie of the extended state
spae and of the Lindblad operators Ji. The operators
J1 and J2 have been hosen in suh a way that C ats
from the left and D† from the right on the oherenes
W12, or vie versa [see Eqs. (47) and (48)℄. On the other
hand, sine J3 and J4 indue transitions into the state
|3〉 of the auxiliary system, the orresponding gain terms
J3WJ
†
3 and J4WJ
†
4 of the master equation (1) do not
ontribute towards the equation of motion (51) for the
oherenes W12 [see Eq. (49)℄. The subspae H3 of the
extended state spae plays the role of a sink whih will
be used now to ahieve that the loss terms of the master
equation ome out orretly.
We observe that Eq. (51) is already of a form whih
is similar to the desired master equation (34). These
equations dier, however, with respet to the struture
of the loss terms whih are given by the terms ontaining
the anti-ommutator. To get an equation of motion of
the desired form we now hoose Ω to be a solution of the
equation
Ω†Ω + C†C +D†D = aI +D†C + C†D, (52)
whih is equivalent to
Ω†Ω = aI − (C −D)†(C −D). (53)
Here, I denotes the unit operator on H and a = a(t) is
a time dependent non-negative number. Sine Ω†Ω is a
positive operator a solution Ω of Eq. (53) exists under
the ondition that the right-hand side of Eq. (53) is also
a positive operator. Thus, a must be hosen in suh a
way that
a ≥ ||(C −D)|ψ〉||2 (54)
for all normalized state vetors |ψ〉 in H. We note that
it is at this point that the assumption of bounded oper-
ators enters our onstrution. To make a denite hoie
we dene a to be the largest eigenvalue of the positive
operator (C −D)†(C −D). This denition ensures that
the inequality (54) is satised and that a solution Ω of
Eq. (53) exists.
The solution of Eq. (53) is, in general, not unique.
If Ω is a solution, then also UΩ, where U is an arbi-
trary unitary operator. Changing Ω into UΩ does, how-
ever, not inuene the equation of motion (51) sine only
the ombination Ω†Ω enters this equation. In the lan-
guage of quantum measurement theory the transforma-
tion ρ 7→ ΩρΩ† is alled a quantum operation [34℄. It
desribes the hange of a density matrix ρ under a gener-
alized measurement whose outome ours with probabil-
ity tr(Ω†Ωρ). We an thus say that the unitary operator
U , expressing our freedom in the hoie of Ω, aets the
hange of the system state ρ, but not the probability of
its ourrene.
Substituting Eq. (52) into Eq. (51) we get:
d
dt
W12 = −i[HS,W12] + CW12D† +DW12C†
−1
2
{
D†C + C†D,W12
}− aW12. (55)
8We onlude from this equation that the trae of W12
satises the equation
d
dt
trW12 = −atrW12. (56)
Using this fat as well as Eq. (55) one immediately
demonstrates that the expression on the right-hand side
of Eq. (29) satises the desired master equation (34),
whih onludes the proof of the embedding theorem.
The general ase of an arbitrary number of operators
Cα(t) and Dα(t) in Eq. (24) an be treated in a similar
way. To this end, one has to re-introdue the index α and
to arry out a summation over α in the equations of mo-
tion. Thus, for eah value of α we have a orresponding
Ωα(t) and an aα(t), as well as four Jiα(t), i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
Finally we note that aording to Eq. (55) the opera-
tor W21 ≡ 〈2|W |1〉 = W †12 satises the same dierential
equation as W12. Sine also W21(0) = W12(0), we on-
lude that W21(t) =W12(t) for all times. It follows that
we an write for any operator A on H:
tr {Aρ(t)} = tr{(A⊗ σx)W (t)}
tr{(I ⊗ σx)W (t)} , (57)
where
σx = |1〉〈2|+ |2〉〈1| (58)
is an operator on the auxiliary state spae. This shows
that the expetation value of all observables A in the
state ρ(t) an be determined through measurements on
the state W (t) of the extended system.
C. Stohasti unraveling for non-Markovian
proesses
The embedding of the previous setion enables us to
onstrut a stohasti unraveling for the non-Markovian
dynamis given by the master equation (24). Sine the
master equation governing W (t) involves a time depen-
dent Lindblad generator we an use the SSE developed
in Se. II B for this purpose.
The SSE (5) generates a stohasti proess for the state
vetor |Φ(t)〉 in the triple Hilbert spae. Employing the
representation (28) we write
|Φ(t)〉 = |ψ1(t)〉⊗ |1〉+ |ψ2(t)〉⊗ |2〉+ |ψ3(t)〉⊗ |3〉. (59)
As shown in Se. II B the density matrix W (t) on the
extended state spae is reprodued through the expeta-
tion value W (t) = E[|Φ(t)〉〈Φ(t)|], and the norm of the
state vetor is exatly onserved during the stohasti
evolution:
〈Φ(t)|Φ(t)〉
≡ 〈ψ1(t)|ψ1(t)〉 + 〈ψ2(t)|ψ2(t)〉+ 〈ψ3(t)|ψ3(t)〉
= 1. (60)
In aordane with Eq. (31) the initial state of the
proess is taken to be of the form:
|Φ(0)〉 = |ϕ〉 ⊗ |χ〉 = 1√
2
[|ϕ〉 ⊗ |1〉+ |ϕ〉 ⊗ |2〉] , (61)
where |ϕ〉 is a normalized random state vetor in H,
〈ϕ|ϕ〉 = 1, and |χ〉 is the xed state vetor of the aux-
iliary three state system dened in (32). We thus have
|ψ1(0)〉 = |ψ2(0)〉 = 1√2 |ϕ〉 and |ψ3(0)〉 = 0. Hene,
Eq. (29) at time t = 0 gives
ρ(0) = E[|ϕ〉〈ϕ|]. (62)
The embedding theorem now reveals that ρ(t) is ob-
tained from the stohasti evolution with the help of the
relation [see Eq. (29)℄:
ρ(t) =
E(|ψ1(t)〉〈ψ2(t)|)
E(〈ψ2(t)|ψ1(t)〉) . (63)
Thus we have onstruted a stohasti unraveling for
the non-Markovian dynamis. It is important to real-
ize that our onstrution leads to an unraveling through
a normalized stohasti state vetor |Φ(t)〉 and that the
proess allows a denite physial interpretation in terms
of a ontinuous measurement, as has been disussed in
Se. II B.
We remark that for the ase C = D the given mas-
ter equation (34) is already in time dependent Lindblad
form. Our onstrution then yields a(t) = 0 [see inequal-
ity (54)℄ and J1 = J2, as well as J3 = J4 = 0. This means
that the jump operators J1 and J2 are idential and that
the deay hannels J3 and J4 are losed. It follows that
|ψ3(t)〉 ≡ 0 and that |ψ1〉 evolves in exatly the same way
as |ψ2〉, that is, we have |ψ1(t)〉 ≡ |ψ2(t)〉. Equation (63)
thus beomes ρ(t) = 2E(|ψ1(t)〉〈ψ1(t)|). Note that the
fator 2 is due to the normalization ondition (60) whih
yields 〈ψ1|ψ1〉 = 〈ψ2|ψ2〉 = 1/2. In the ase C = D our
onstrution therefore redues automatially to the stan-
dard unraveling of a master equation in Lindblad form.
IV. EXAMPLE
As an example we disuss a model for the non-
Markovian deay of a two state system into the vauum
of a bosoni bath. The model serves to illustrate how
to onstrut the embedding in a Markovian dynamis,
and how to interpret physially the quantum trajetories
generated by the resulting SSE.
A. Constrution of the proess
The interation piture master equation of the model
is given by
d
dt
ρ(t) = −i[HS(t), ρ(t)] (64)
+γ(t)
(
σ−ρ(t)σ+ − 1
2
{σ+σ−, ρ(t)}
)
,
9where
HS(t) =
1
2
S(t)σ+σ−. (65)
This is an exat master equation for the nonperturbative
deay of a two state system with exited state |e〉 and
ground state |g〉, whih interats with a bosoni bath [1℄.
σ+ = |e〉〈g| and σ− = |g〉〈e| are the usual raising and
lowering operators of the two state system. These oper-
ators ouple linearly to the bath through an interation
Hamiltonian of the form σ−Q†(t) + σ+Q(t), where Q(t)
is a bath operator depending linearly on the annihilation
operators of the bath modes.
The real funtions S(t) and γ(t) are determined by the
vauum orrelation funtion 〈0|Q(t)Q†(t1)|0〉 of the bath.
An example will be disussed below [see Eq. (91)℄. The
funtion S(t) desribes a time dependent renormalization
of the system Hamiltonian indued by the oupling to the
bath (Lamb shift). Under the ondition γ(t) ≥ 0 one an
interpret the funtion γ(t) as a time dependent deay rate
of the exited state. But for ertain spetral densities γ(t)
may beome negative in ertain time intervals suh that
the master equation (64) is not in Lindblad form and the
generator is not ompletely positive.
The master equation (64) an however always be
brought into the form of the non-Markovian master equa-
tion (34) by means of the denitions:
C(t) =
√
|γ(t)|
2
σ−, (66)
D(t) =
√
|γ(t)|
2
signγ(t)σ−. (67)
To obtain the operator Ω(t) introdued in Eq. (53) we
rst have to determine the quantity a = a(t) whih is
dened to be the largest eigenvalue of (C −D)†(C −D).
This operator is equal to 0 for γ(t) ≥ 0, and equal to
2|γ(t)|σ+σ− for γ(t) < 0. Thus we nd
(C −D)†(C −D) = aσ+σ− (68)
and
a(t) = |γ(t)| − γ(t). (69)
Hene, Eq. (53) takes the form
Ω†Ω = aI − (C −D)†(C −D) = a(I − σ+σ−)
= aσ−σ+, (70)
whih leads to an obvious solution:
Ω(t) =
√
a(t)σ+. (71)
The Lindblad operators Ji dened in Eqs. (35)-(38) are
therefore given expliitly by:
J1 =
√
|γ|
2
σ− ⊗
[|1〉〈1|+ signγ|2〉〈2|], (72)
J2 =
√
|γ|
2
σ− ⊗
[
signγ|1〉〈1|+ |2〉〈2|], (73)
J3 =
√
aσ+ ⊗ |3〉〈1|, (74)
J4 =
√
aσ+ ⊗ |3〉〈2|. (75)
B. Physial interpretation
Considering times t for whih γ(t) ≥ 0, we have a = 0
[see Eqs. (69)℄ and, hene, J3 = J4 = 0. This means
that for γ(t) ≥ 0 the deay hannels desribed by J3 and
J4 are losed: The proess only involves the jumps of
the state vetor given by the operators J1 and J2. We
infer from Eqs. (72) and (73) that J1 and J2 indue down-
ward transitions |e〉 → |g〉 of the two state system (ation
of σ−). These transitions result from the projetion of
the system's state vetor into the ground state |g〉 ondi-
tioned on the detetion of a quantum in reservoir R1 or
R2.
For γ(t) < 0 the operators J1 and J2 again indue
downward transitions of the two state system and, at the
same time, introdue a relative phase fator of signγ =
−1 between the states |1〉 and |2〉 of the auxiliary three
state system. Moreover, in the ase γ(t) < 0 the deay
hannels J3 and J4 are open: This enables the additional
jumps of the state vetor desribed by J3 and J4. Equa-
tions (74) and (75) show that J3 and J4 lead to upward
transitions |g〉 → |e〉 of the two state system (ation of
σ+) with simultaneous transitions between the auxiliary
states of the form |1〉 → |3〉 or |2〉 → |3〉. A re-population
of the exited state |e〉 is thus possible through jumps into
the auxiliary state |3〉, orresponding to the detetion of
a quantum in reservoir R3 or R4.
A detailed analysis of the proess an be given in terms
of the statistis of the quantum jumps. To this end, we
note that the waiting time distribution for the SSE (5) is
given by
F (t1, t0) = 1−
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣T exp [−i ∫ t1
t0
dsHˆ(s)
]
|Φ(t0)〉
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2 , (76)
where Hˆ is dened by Eq. (8). F (t1, t0) is the probabil-
ity that a jump takes plae in the time interval (t0, t1),
given that the previous jump ourred at time t0 and
yielded the state |Φ(t0)〉. Note that this is a true u-
mulative probability distribution, i.e. F (t1, t0) inreases
monotonially with t1 and satises F (t0, t0) = 0. For our
model we have [see Eqs. (8), (39), (44) and (52)℄:
Hˆ(t) = HS(t)⊗ I3 (77)
− i
2
(a(t)I + γ(t)σ+σ−)⊗ (|1〉〈1|+ |2〉〈2|) .
Let us analyze the proess starting from the initial
state
|Φ(0)〉 = |e〉 ⊗ |χ〉, (78)
and investigate the oupation probability pg(t) of the
ground state. From the master equation it is lear that
this quantity is given by the simple expression:
pg(t) = 1− exp
[
−
∫ t
0
dsγ(s)
]
. (79)
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If γ(s) takes on positive and negative values, this is a non-
monotoni funtion of time. Our aim is to illustrate how
the stohasti dynamis reprodues this behavior and to
explain the physial piture provided by the unraveling.
In the stohasti representation we have the formula
[see Eq. (63)℄:
pg(t) =
E[〈g|ψ1(t)〉〈ψ2(t)|g〉]
E[〈ψ2(t)|ψ1(t)〉] . (80)
We denote the moment of the rst jump by t1, the mo-
ment of the seond jump by t2. It follows from Eq. (76)
that the waiting time distribution for the rst jump is
given by
F (t1, 0) = 1− exp
[
−
∫ t1
0
ds|γ(s)|
]
, (81)
and that the waiting time distribution for the seond
jump, given that the rst jump took plae at time t1,
beomes
F (t2, t1) = 1− exp
[
−
∫ t2
t1
dsa(s)
]
. (82)
We further denote the total number of jumps in the
time interval (0, t) by N(t). Sine the proess starts
from the state (78) the rst jump is given by the ap-
pliation of J1 or J2 whih projet the state vetor into
the ground state. Therefore, prior to the rst jump we
have 2〈g|ψ1(t)〉〈ψ2(t)|g〉 = 0, immediately afterwards we
get 2〈g|ψ1(t)〉〈ψ2(t)|g〉 = signγ(t1). During the time in-
tervals in whih γ(t) < 0 a seond jump desribed by
J3 or J4 is possible by whih the state vetor leaves the
manifold H1 ⊕H2 and lands in H3. One the state ve-
tor is in H3, no further jumps are possible. Of ourse, we
get again 2〈g|ψ1(t)〉〈ψ2(t)|g〉 = 0 after the seond jump.
Summarizing we have three possible alternatives:
N(t) = 0 ⇒ 2〈g|ψ1(t)〉〈ψ2(t)|g〉 = 0, (83)
N(t) = 1 ⇒ 2〈g|ψ1(t)〉〈ψ2(t)|g〉 = signγ(t1), (84)
N(t) = 2 ⇒ 2〈g|ψ1(t)〉〈ψ2(t)|g〉 = 0. (85)
From these relations we nd the expetation value
E[2〈g|ψ1(t)〉〈ψ2(t)|g〉]
=
∫ t
0
dt1F˙ (t1, 0)[1− F (t, t1)]signγ(t1) (86)
= exp
[
−
∫ t
0
dt1a(t1)
]
− exp
[
−
∫ t
0
dt1|γ(t1)|
]
.
Here, the quantity dt1F˙ (t1, 0) is the probability that the
rst jump ours in dt1, while 1 − F (t, t1) is the proba-
bility that no further jumps take plae within (t1, t).
A similar analysis an be performed to obtain the ex-
petation value of the quantity 2〈ψ2(t)|ψ1(t)〉. One nds:
N(t) = 0 ⇒ 2〈ψ2(t)|ψ1(t)〉 = 1, (87)
N(t) = 1 ⇒ 2〈ψ2(t)|ψ1(t)〉 = signγ(t1), (88)
N(t) = 2 ⇒ 2〈ψ2(t)|ψ1(t)〉 = 0. (89)
Thus we get:
E[2〈ψ2(t)|ψ1(t)〉]
= 1− F (t, 0) +
∫ t
0
dt1F˙ (t1, 0)[1− F (t, t1)]signγ(t1)
= exp
[
−
∫ t
0
dt1a(t1)
]
. (90)
The term 1− F (t, 0) represents the no-jump probability,
i. e., the ontribution from the event N(t) = 0. The
result (90) ould have been obtained also diretly from
Eq. (56). Using nally Eqs. (86) and (90) in Eq. (80) we
nd, of ourse, the orret expression (79) for the exited
state probability.
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p g
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2|ψ
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Figure 3: Simulation of the SSE (5) for the non-Markovian
deay of a two-state system. Top: ground state probability pg
obtained from a sample of 105 quantum trajetories (dots),
and analytial solution (ontinuous line). Bottom: expeta-
tion value E[2〈ψ2|ψ1〉]. Parameters: γ0/λ = 25, ∆/γ0 = 0.2.
We illustrate the above analysis by means of an exam-
ple. Figure 3 shows the results of a Monte Carlo simula-
tion of the SSE (5) for the ase of a Lorentzian spetral
density whih is detuned from the transition frequeny of
the two state system by an amount ∆ (damped Jaynes-
Cummings model). This leads to a bath orrelation fun-
tion of the form
〈0|Q(t)Q†(t1)|0〉 = γ0λ
2
ei∆(t−t1)−λ|t−t1|, (91)
where γ−10 is the Markovian relaxation time and λ
−1
is
the orrelation time of the bath. The simulation was ar-
ried out in a nonperturbative regime: While the Born-
Markov approximation requires that γ0/λ≪ 1, the sim-
ulation uses γ0/λ = 25. In this regime γ(t) beomes
negative for ertain time intervals. These intervals an
be seen in the gure as those intervals over whih pg
and E[2〈ψ2|ψ1〉] derease monotonially with time. This
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is a signature for the fat that transitions |1〉 → |3〉 or
|2〉 → |3〉 beome possible through the hannels J3 or
J4. These hannels are losed in the time intervals over
whih E[2〈ψ2|ψ1〉] stays onstant.
The derease of the ground state probability an be in-
terpreted as due to virtual proesses in whih a quantum
is emitted into the bath and re-absorbed at a later time.
This is a lear non-Markovian feature of the dynamis.
In the stohasti unraveling this derease results from the
ontributions of those quantum trajetories whih involve
at least one jump and for whih the rst jump at time
t1 ourred during a phase in whih γ(t1) < 0. The rst
jump then yields a negative ontribution to the expeta-
tion values of 2〈g|ψ1〉〈ψ2|g〉 and of 2〈ψ2|ψ1〉 as a result
of the relative phase fator signγ(t1) = −1 between the
states |1〉 and |2〉 introdued by J1 and J2 [see Eqs. (84)
and (88)℄. Moreover, in a possible seond jump the state
vetor leaves the manifold H1 ⊕H2 to end up in a state
proportional to |e〉 ⊗ |3〉, whih gives 2〈ψ2|ψ1〉 = 0 [see
Eq. (89)℄.
The derease of pg is therefore due to quantum tra-
jetories for whih a seond jump is possible whih leads
to a re-exitation |g〉 → |e〉. Thus we see that the vir-
tual emission and re-absorption proesses appear in the
stohasti unraveling in the extended state spae as er-
tain real proesses, namely as jumps with J1 or J2 in-
volving a negative phase fator (detetion of a quantum
in reservoir R1 or R2), and as jumps into the auxiliary
state |3〉 (detetion of a quantum in reservoir R3 or R4).
This shows how the quantum memory eet of virtual
emission and re-absorption proesses is enoded and om-
pletely stored in the ontinuous measurement reord.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have developed a general method
for the derivation of stohasti unravelings for non-
Markovian quantum proesses given by time-loal master
equations of the form (24). The key point of the onstru-
tion is the fat that suh master equations always allow
a Markovian embedding in an extended state spae with
a rather simple struture, namely in the triple Hilbert
spae H⊗C3. Within this embedding the density matrix
ρ(t) of the original open system is expressed through a
ertain set of oherenes of the full density matrix W (t)
on the extended state spae.
The transition to the extended state spae an be
viewed physially as the addition of a further degree of
freedom whih is realized by a three level system. This
enables one to represent the given non-Markovian dy-
namis by means of a suitable interation with a Marko-
vian environment onsisting of the reservoirs Ri intro-
dued in Se. II B. Although the generator of the given
non-Markovian master equation needs not be in Lindblad
form, the orresponding dynamis in the extended state
spae is therefore governed by a time dependent Lindblad
generator of the form of Eq. (1). The lifting to an appro-
priate extended state spae thus allows the derivation of
stohasti Shrödinger equations for non-Markovian dy-
namis through a onsistent appliation of the standard
theory of quantum measurement. The SSEs obtained in
this way generate genuine quantum trajetories with the
physial interpretation of ontinuous measurements.
The onstrution of Se. III B provides a fairly general
method for the Markovian embedding of a given non-
Markovian dynamis: Apart from the existene of the
master equation and from the boundedness of the oper-
ators Cα(t) and Dα(t), no assumption was made regard-
ing the interation Hamiltonian, the spetral density, the
reservoir state, its temperature, et. The Markovian em-
bedding ould therefore be useful in itself sine it enables
one to employ well established and developed onepts
from the theory of ompletely positive maps and Lind-
blad generators in the study of non-Markovian master
equations.
Formulating a non-Markovian unraveling we made use
of pieewise deterministi jump proesses. In an eletro-
magneti environment this orresponds, for example, to
diret photodetetion. It should be lear, however, that
our derivation allows any unraveling in the extended state
spae. Alternatively one an use diusion-type SSEs,
whih in a ontinuous measurement interpretation orre-
spond to other detetion shemes like homodyne or het-
erodyne photodetetion [10, 11℄.
Various stohasti unravelings for non-Markovian dy-
namis have been suggested in the literature, involving
both jump proesses [35, 36℄ as well as SSEs with ol-
ored noise [37, 38, 39, 40℄. The tehnique developed by
Imamoglu [35℄ is related to the method of pseudo modes
[41, 42℄. It employs an approximate Markovian embed-
ding of a given non-Markovian dynamis. This embed-
ding is based on the assumption that the reservoir an
be represented by means of an eetive set of titious
damped harmoni osillator modes. The Markovian em-
bedding of the present paper is realized in an entirely
dierent way by the introdution of the triple Hilbert
spae, and avoids the expansion into pseudo modes. It
should also be noted that in the present method the den-
sity matrix ρ(t) is not given by the partial trae of the
density matrix W (t) in the extended state spae.
A further interesting method has been formulated by
Diósi, Gisin and Strunz [37, 38℄. These authors em-
ploy a nonloal stohasti integro-dierential equation
for the state vetor. As demonstrated by Gambetta and
Wiseman [39℄ it seems, however, that the nonloal SSE
does not admit a ontinuous measurement interpretation
within the framework of standard quantum measurement
theory (see also [43℄ in this ontext). This means that
measurements arried out at dierent times on the en-
vironment will inuene the dynamis in a way whih is
inompatible with the stohasti proess. The SSE does
therefore not generate genuine quantum trajetories in
the sense it does for Markovian dynamis.
A number of unravelings of non-Markovian dynamis
has been proposed [44, 45℄ whih are based on the idea of
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propagating a pair |ψ1(t)〉, |ψ2(t)〉 of stohasti state ve-
tors and of representing the redued density matrix with
the help of the expetation value ρ(t) = E[|ψ1(t)〉〈ψ2(t)|].
It is even possible to design an exat stohasti unravel-
ing [30, 46℄ whih neither requires the existene of a mas-
ter equation nor a fatorizing initial state. This method
makes use of a pair of independently evolving produt
states in the state spae of the total system. Related
stohasti wave funtion methods have also been formu-
lated for the desription of bosoni and fermioni many-
body systems [47, 48℄, and for the simulation of quan-
tum gases [49, 50℄ by use of the positive P-representation
[51, 52℄. A measurement interpretation of these stohas-
ti methods is however not available.
A pair |ψ1(t)〉, |ψ2(t)〉 of state vetors an be onsid-
ered as an element of the double Hilbert spae H⊗C2 ∼=
H1 ⊕H2 whih is the tensor produt of H and the state
spae of a two state system. In Ref. [44℄ a stohasti un-
raveling in the double Hilbert spae has been onstruted.
Although this method has been demonstrated to provide
a useful numerial tool, a ontinuous measurement inter-
pretation seems again to be impossible. This is onneted
to the fats that not only the master equation in H but
also the master equation in the double Hilbert spae is
generally not in Lindblad form and that the proess does
not preserve the norm of the state vetor.
We mention nally some restritions of the present the-
ory. Similar to the formulation of the Lindblad theorem,
we made use of the assumption of boundedness of the
operators Cα(t) and Dα(t) in the non-Markovian master
equation (24). This assumption exludes the immediate
treatment of important ases, suh as quantum Brown-
ian motion whih involves the unbounded operators for
position and momentum of the partile. However, what
is really needed in the proof is that the inequality (54)
is satised. Provided the dynamis of the state vetor
is onned to an eetive subspae of H on whih the
right-hand side of inequality (54) is bounded, we an still
dene a nite a(t) and onstrut the embedding. A fur-
ther restrition of the theory is that for ertain models
time-loal master equation of the form (24) may not exist
for very strong ouplings. The latter an lead to singu-
larities of the TCL generator and to a breakdown of the
TCL expansion (an example is disussed in [1℄). It is an
important open problem whether a ontinuous measure-
ment unraveling an be developed for suh ases.
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